EPR FLAMANVILLE 3
February 2018: The latest news in pictures
Reactor building
Workers fitting electromagnetic coils to control-rod drive mechanisms on the vessel head.
Reactor building
Containment penetrations being tested in preparation for the containment building pressure test.
Reactor building
Sanding work inside the in-containment refuelling water storage tank (IRWST).
Reactor building
Steam generator no. 2 being flushed and filled with conditioned water for hydrostatic testing of the secondary system.
**Fuel building**
The spent fuel pool in its final configuration prior to in-water testing of the fuel-handling system (PMC).
Fuel building
In-water testing of the fuel-handling system inside the spent fuel pool.
Safeguard buildings
Workers installing a pump inside a nuclear vent and drain sump (plant system identifier: RPE). Its function will be to pump spent liquid waste towards the appropriate treatment system.
Safeguard buildings
Worker adjusting electrical connections in order to isolate the digital I&C system.
Liquid waste treatment building
Workers moving the liquid waste treatment boiler towards its final position.
Safeguard buildings

Work forges ahead with the fitting of heat insulation to safety injection system pipes (plant system identifier: RIS).
Control-room access tower
Workers running fibre-optic cables for the temporary installation of thermal imaging cameras required for containment building pressure testing.
Turbine building
Workers fitting heat insulation to the high and intermediate-pressure turbines.
Turbine building
Worker starting up the first motor-driven feedwater pump (plant system identifier: APA).
Turbine building

Grinding work inside the low-pressure turbine.
Pump house
Completion of painting inside train 3 of the pump house.
Emergency control centre
Installation of the building's permanent ventilation system.
Site
Workers installing the first set of air compressors, the function of which will be to pressurise the reactor building during the containment building pressure test.
Site
Workers running cables for permanent controlled-access turnstiles.
Site

The permanent parking lots are being completed.
View of the Flamanville-3 EPR construction site – 15 February 2018